
TRANSPORT is possibly the most comprehensive Australian made transport management 
systems on the market today. With an abundance of enterprise-class features TRANSPORT has 
best-of-breed design and functionality that simplifies and streamlines all areas of operations, 
gaining efficiency and driving productivity.





























Consignment management

Returns and redirects management

Local, line-haul & in-to-store distribution

Multi-drop, two-up and driver changeover

Highly automated workflow processes

Capture data at the source

Implemented holistically across organisation

Electronic job despatch, auto status updates

Driver pickup, delivery & signature capture

Processed in real-time

Complete paperless warehousing options

Inbound scanning & scan-to-load

Significantly increase pick accuracy

Virtually elimate errors



























Dynamic job allocation planning screen

Container and equipment management

Item level tracking with end-to-end scanning

Scan-to-load, depot-scan, audit-scan

Real-time POD capture, sign-on-glass

Driver pallet management

Despatch, cross-dock, bulk scan-to-run

Depot scanning & distribution management

Email, SMS triggers, alerts & updates

Batch & serial tracking

Rules-based workflow management

Rolling stocktake & replenishment routines

Configurable pick-routines & put-away 
algorithms

KEEP THINGS MOVING
WITH INFOMOTION’S TMS

Our Transport Management System has proven time and again that it is able to 
generate and sustain competitive advantages for our clients. We focus on maximising 
efficiencies through a single company-wide solution, by connecting your entire supply 
chain via automated Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) between you, your client and 
their customers.

Capable of handling the service requirements of managing Australia’s largest supply 
contracts, Transport is already the system of choice for many national transport 
operators providing distribution for leading brands of electrical goods, consumer retail 
lines, white and brown goods and home hardware products.
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Takes into account individual truck attributes, 
freight type, historical traffic data & more

Electronic job despatch to the driver’s mobile 
terminal

Calculation of transport costs, toll charges & 
CO2 emissions









Calculates the best possible routes
using complex algorithms

Interfaced to TRANSPORT & TOMTOM
telematic devices

Automatic planning & optimisation of all 
vehicles

Optimisation based on pre-combined trips 
or free planning



EDI

REPORTS

WEB

PURCHASING

FINANCIALS

ASSETS

FATIGUE

WORKSHOP

CRM













































































Acknowledgements & file error management

Trigger alerts and email & SMS status updates

Confirmations at each operational status 
(XML, CSV, FTP, email)

Highly configurable rules engine & visual 
mapping tool

Directly connected TRANSPORT

Enter TMS pickup, WMS stock delivery & orders 

View & print historical transactions & 
documents

Print labels, consignment and WMS order 
paperwork

Security controlled at customer level by you

Cash and profit centre accounting

Operations cost management

Consolidated multi-company & EOM reporting

Reporting by division, location, cost centre & 
GL budgets

Workshop management & job costing

Inventory control system

Purchase order management

Job scheduling & planning

Generate reports directly from the database

Schedule recurring reports to specific emails 

Formula drive “if-then-else” instructions

Presentation layer design via intuitive native 
WYSIWYG interface

Purchase and forecast orders

Semi-automated stock replenishment

Integrated workshop & financials

Invoice against purchase order receipt

Disposal process

Tax Value – by category, location, department

GL location reporting

Automatically post depreciation figures

Notes & issues registering

Management tools & reporting

New opportunity management

Document management

Compliance management

Trip Plan Generation

Work Diary Recording

Driver Fit-for-duty Declaration

Integrated to in-cabin telematics devices

Fully automate and manage the transfer of 
information flows between you, your client 
and your customer with our Electronic Data 
Interchange (EDI) engine and visual mapping 
tool. We are EDI specialists with over 10 years 
experience in EDI mapping, configuring and 
coding date interchange. 

WEB is a tool that provides an immediate 
win-win situation for both you and your 
customer. It’s a 24 hour self-serve portal 
designed to enable and empower customers 
to help themselves. For you this means a 
significant reduction in labour intensive 
activities, thereby reducing overheads and 
costs. WEB should be an integral part of any 
organisation’s cost management strategy.

Designed specifically for third-party 
warehousing, transport and logistics 
industries, FINANCIALS is where all 
operational transactions come together as 
one seamless flow of real-time information. 

WORKSHOP repairs and maintenance system 
is used to manage the in-house servicing 
and maintenance requirements of your fleet 
including plant, vehicles and equipment due 
for scheduled servicing. 

REPORTS allows you to create powerful, richly 
formatted, dynamic reports from virtually 
any data source from any area of operations. 
You can add conditional formulas to drive 
different actions and tasks, and choose how 
to present and deliver them.

Purchase order management when tightly 
integrated to all relevant areas of operations, 
including workshop, financial and warehousing, 
means users can generate purchase orders 
specific to their needs, email the supplier from 
within and request manager sign-off.

Effectively manage and track the location, 
quantity, condition and depreciation of your 
assets. When integrated to FINANCIALS, the 
asset register becomes an integral part of your 
business system giving you full visibility of your 
company’s assets at an instant.

Centralise communications between operations, 
administration, accounts, management and 
subcontractors. Most commonly used as 
a contact management system to improve 
internal communication flows, leading to higher 
service levels and customer satisfaction.

Avoid fines if audited. This is your first port of 
call to prove that you are taking careful and 
measured steps to reduce accidents associated 
with driver fatigue. An algorithm calculates 
industry and company rules by taking into 
account drivers last two weeks of work, long 
night hours and other factors. 


